The stunning natural landscape of Moab, Utah, is truly a spectacle to behold. During this five-day, four-night multisport adventure, see famed arches and towers and turbulent rivers carving through timeless sandstone cliffs. From river rafting to hiking to jeep safaris, from canyoneering to scenic flights across the rugged terrain of southern Utah, there are activities for everyone. Explore Canyonlands National Park, Arches National Park, and Dead Horse Point State Park. See ancient petroglyphs, prehistoric ruins, and petrified dinosaur tracks. Accompanied by an experienced guide each day, enjoy the best that this amazing region has to offer.

This program is also great for families as the activities can be adjusted to suit all ages and comfort levels.

GROUP SIZE: 10 to 24 guests

PRICING: $3,995 per person double occupancy / $595 single supplement
MONDAY, JUNE 13
ARRIVE MOAB, UTAH

Guests make independent arrangements to Utah via Canyonlands Airfield and transfer to the lodge. This evening attend a welcome reception and orientation.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 14
ARCHES NATIONAL PARK / DEAD HORSE POINT STATE PARK

After breakfast, drive through Arches National Park. Along the way you’ll see the famous Balanced Rock, Courthouse Towers, and Petrified Dunes; this red rock wonderland will amaze and inspire you.

Next, hike to the North and South Window Arches, Turret Arch, and Landscape Arch in Devil’s Garden before heading into the solitude of the back country. The 4X4 trail climbs a steep but short rock wall, cuts across a valley, and meanders through sandstone fins and dunes. En route you will pass the Marching Men, Tower Arch, and Eye of the Whale Arch.

A quality buffet-style lunch with ice water & lemonade will be served.

At Dead Horse Point, 2,000 feet above the Colorado River gorge where immense vertical cliffs meet with canyons, take advantage of the incredible vistas for an unforgettable group photo.

Attend a geology talk at Dead Horse Point State Park, overlooking the Colorado River.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15
COLORADO RIVER DAY

Choose from two options to experience the spectacular Colorado River.

**Option one:** Cataract Canyon River Trip and Scenic Flight (more challenging)

This 125-mile river trip begins in a calm, meandering section of the Colorado River. Watch impressive geologic formations pass by as you gently float beneath towering canyon walls. As you continue downriver, explore side canyons, hike to prehistoric ruins, and experience epic vistas.

After a picnic lunch, you will start to hit the rapids, ranging in difficulty up to class V as you roll through the canyon. Legendary rapids like the Big Drops, Mile Long, and Hell-to-Pay challenge river runners.

To return to Moab, you will take a private scenic flight over the three amazing and distinct districts of Canyonlands National Park. From the air, you’ll see the landscape from a new perspective—including highlights like the Chocolate Drops, the Doll House, Monument Basin, and the Grabens—before you touch down at Canyonlands Airfield.

**Option two:** Castle Valley River Trip and Scenic Flight (less challenging)

This 13-mile section of the Colorado River offers stunning views of Castle Valley and the famous Fisher Towers. It is the most popular Utah river trip and is a great introduction to
river rafting. This trip offers calm waters for relaxation and plunging into the river, as well as sections of class III rapids to get your adrenaline flowing.

The trip will end at a beach where you will enjoy a picnic lunch and a chance to swim in the river.

Then take a shuttle to the small airstrip for an afternoon scenic flight over Canyonlands National Park.

Both groups meet back at the lodge this evening for a lecture and dinner.
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THURSDAY, JUNE 16
CANYONEERING DAY

Canyoneering, basically the sport of exploring canyons, is a diverse and fun activity that can be enjoyed by most everyone. Select from three options based on your comfort level.

Option one: Arches Slot Canyoneering (less challenging)

This is a great adventure for those who are new to canyoneering, and for kids. The group will enjoy a low-angle rappel into a slot canyon. For those who do not wish to get on ropes, there is an option to hike up into the slot canyon to meet the group.

Option two: Dad Gum Canyoneering (more challenging)

This half-day trip explores Dad Gum Canyon with a more advanced free hanging rappel. Have a morning full of adrenaline and exploration, and an afternoon of free time.

Option three: Rock of Ages Canyoneering (most challenging)

This is for the most adventurous individuals who want to enjoy a full day of advanced canyoneering and rappelling.

Later this evening meet back together at the lodge for a farewell dinner.
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FRIDAY, JUNE 17
DEPARTURE

After breakfast transfer to Canyonlands Airfield.

For those with flights departing later in the day, spend time exploring Moab or shopping in town before heading to the airport.
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